
 

 

New directions from True Mother for Austria 
 
Peter Zohrer 
October 29, 2016 
Vienna, Austria 
 

Dear Family, 

 

On July 31, at an Austrian meeting with Rev. Jack Corley, I gave my resignation. I know that at that time 

many of our brothers and sisters were surprised. Since then three months have passed and I am sorry that 

during this time I could not give clear answers to your questions. The reason for this was that Rev. Corley 

was waiting for a response from the True Mother to his proposals for a change of leadership in Austria. At 

the end of last week we were told this answer. Rev. Corley and Rev. (Yong Shik) An on Sunday evening, 

we explained in a web conference the significance and implications of the new guidelines for the Austrian 

Association Movement. 

 

In her memo the True Mother makes clear that Elisabeth Cook will be the Vice-President of the Austrian 

Association Movement. It thus bears responsibility for all church-related activities. My main 

responsibility is shifted to the area of PR, social commitment and international human rights (see the 

attached memo). 

 

Structurally, there was also an important innovation: the National Council (National Committee), where 

the head of the providential organizations, the head of the Blessed Family Department, two headmasters 

and two representatives of ACT (Austrian Committee for Transition). For the time being, Dr. Wolfgang 

Czerny was appointed to moderate this committee. We had our first meeting last Wednesday (National 

Day) and were able to process almost all items on the agenda. 

 

Last but not least, I would like to ask you to support Elisabeth Cook with all my heart. Also, Gaby and I 

will do that. Next Sunday we have a kick-off ceremony (Vision 2020) and we have great plans for the 

coming years. Let us unite on a new level, work with new enthusiasm for the establishment of Cheon Il 

Guk! In the first sentence of the Memo of the True Mother, the following message is sent to us: "The 

mission of Austria with regards to VISION 2020, national restoration and global restoration is extremely 

important." And these are their last words: "To conclude, leaders in Austria must "These precious words 

are directed by the True Parents directly to us, the Austrian siblings! Let them carry us in our hearts 

forever! 

 

Peter & Gaby Zöhrer 

 

PS: The text of the memo is attached 



True Mother gave the following instructions regarding Austria 

 
•      The mission of Austria with regards to VISION 2020, national restoration 
and global restoration is extremely important. 
 

•      Hence, all leaders must absolutely be united and work as one. 
 

•      Until now, Peter Zoehrer has worked hard for the providence. To help 
national restoration and global restoration, Peter must focus on public 
relations, social engagement and international human rights activities. He 
retains his title as national leader. 
 

•      As explained in her self-introductory essay, the newly recommended 
Elisabeth Cook’s area of responsibility are: Heavenly Tribal Messiah 
activities, witnessing, church growth, 2nd generation education, raising future 
leaders; in brief, she is in charge of all church-related activities. She is 
appointed to the position of executive vice-president (vice-national leader) 
and Peter Zoehrer must help her wholeheartedly. 
 

•      If possible, second generation leaders must be raised to major leadership 
positions. 
 

•      To conclude, leaders in Austria must truly unite as one and do their very 
best for the sake of national restoration and the restoration of the world. 

  
 


